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I. OVERVIEW OF BACKSTROKE WORK FOR THE 2010/2011
CONTRACT YEAR

During the 2010/2011 school year, we explored a number of
directions for the Backstroke project, including both improving
the power of its inversion methods and experimenting with
applying Backstroke to real simulation systems. The different
areas of work a briefly tabulated below, with more detail in
subsequent sections.

1) Implementation of regenerative inversion (section III):
Regenerative inversion algorithms (described in section
II-B7) are powerful methods for reducing state saving
requirements by dynamically recomputing lost values
rather than saving them. We implemented the state-of-the-
art inversion algorithm described by Akgul & Mooney
[1], [2], [3] as part of the Backstroke framework.

2) Extending the ROSE compiler framework with new
analysis (section IV): During Backstroke development,
it became apparent that the analysis tools present in
the ROSE compiler framework were not sufficient for
Backstroke’s needs. For this reason, we implemented a
novel static single assignment analysis within the ROSE
compiler framework; this analysis has since been adopted
for use by other ROSE-based projects.

3) Implementation of automatic checkpointing (section V):
Checkpointing is an important tool for reverse computa-
tion. When the state of a function is small but its com-
putation time is long, checkpointing is always the most
efficient inversion method. Furthermore, checkpointing
can be used as a comparison baseline for comparing with
other inversion methods and can serve as a debugging
tool that checks the accuracy of other inversion methods.
We implemented automatic checkpointing for functions
based on interprocedural analysis.

4) Experimental study in automatic parallelization of self-
federated simulations (section VI): One approach to
building parallel models involves instantiating multiple
instances of a sequential model and integrating (fed-
erating) them together. For example, a large computer
network can be simulated by partitioning the network
into subnetworks, instantiating a sequential simulator for
each subnetwork, and federating the resulting sequential
simulation models. This parallelization methodology that
involves self-federating an existing sequential simulation
code has been successfully applied to create large-scale
telecommunication network simulators [4], among other
applications. We proposed and tested a methodology for
making existing sequential models suitable for optimistic

execution by employing a reverse compiler (namely
Backstroke).

5) Experimental study in applying Backstroke to the
GTNetS (section VII): The Georgia Tech Network Sim-
ulator (GTNetS) [5] is a large full-featured discrete
event simulator of computer networks. The simulator
consists of over 200,000 lines of real-world C++ code
and simulates all layers of the network stack. We chose
to apply Backstroke to GTNetS as a real-world stress test
that would reveal shortcomings in the inversion methods
currently implemented and motivate further Backstroke
development.

The work areas outlined above are discussed in more detail in
the following sections; first we begin with an overview of the
literature related to reverse computation.

II. LITERATURE ABOUT REVERSIBLE COMPUTING

A. Applications of reverse execution and program inversion

1) Optimistic Discrete Event Simulation: Distributed dis-
crete event simulations consist of individual discrete event
simulators sending timestamped messages to each other over
a network interface. Optimistic distributed simulation algo-
rithms, such as Time Warp [6] allow nodes (logical processes)
to simulate forward without guarantees that they will not
receive any events in their past. If a logical process receives
a message timestamped prior to its current simulation time, it
must restore its state to the previous time (roll back), before
processing the message in question. Traditionally, rollbacks
have been implemented using variations of state saving; how-
ever, reverse execution techniques have been shown to offer
significant speed and memory advantages for large distributed
simulations [7], [8], [9]. One approach is generating rollback
code automatically from the simulation model source code
[7]. It is also possible to use domain knowledge about the
simulated model to construct reverse event codes [8], [9].
Furthermore, if the underlying model is perfectly reversible,
Time Warp’s storage requirements for rollback can be relaxed
[10], [11]; Baker was the first to note the connection between
Time Warp and reversible processes [12].

2) Debugging: Debuggers are very good at pausing a
program, examining its state, and stepping forward; however,
a flaw is always executed before it is manifested. Developers
have to resort to the time-consuming and potentially difficult
process restarting the program to reproduce a flaw. If debug-
gers offered the ability to easily run programs backwards,
the debugging process would be greatly enhanced. Work on
reversible debuggers started in the late 1960s with [13], [14],



and new methods to reverse programs efficiently have been
developed continuously since then [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [3], [21], [22]. The popular open source debugger GDB
has also has some support for reverse debugging.

Debugging applications have different granularity require-
ments for reverse execution than optimistic discrete event
simulation. In optimistic discrete event simulation, the unit
of inversion is the execution of a single event (which may
involve a lot of computation). On the other hand, debuggers
generally must be able to step backwards in small steps, often
a single instruction.

3) Undo in applications: Undo functionality in interactive
applications [23] is an indispensable tool for usability and
is now present in almost all interactive environments. Undo
functionality is naturally related to reverse computation and
can be implemented with state saving or using more advanced
reverse execution techniques [23]. Briggs [24] implemented
the undo functionality of a commercial cricket scoring system
by automated inversion of each event.

4) Fault Tolerance: The detection of data corruption is
an important problem in the study of fault-tolerant systems.
Bishop [25] proposes using reverse execution to check for
corruption errors — executing a function in reverse must
produce the original inputs of the function and match the
intermediate values of the forward execution.

5) Automatic parallelization of list operations: List homo-
morphisms [26] are a generalization of the list functions that
can be efficiently implemented with the functional operators
map and reduce. List homomorphisms are naturally paralleliz-
able and can implement many common list operations, such
as finding the sum, length, or maximum of a list. Morita et
al. [27] describe a method for deriving a list homomorphism
given two sequential codes implementing the operation: by
accumulating left-to-right and by accumulating right-to-left.
It is a theoretical result that a list homomorphism exists if
it can be implemented by accumulating left-to-right and vice-
versa; however, for many problems, writing the sequential code
is much easier than deriving the list homomorphism. Morita
et al. reduce the problem of finding the list homomorphism
to that of finding a type of inverse to the input sequential
programs; if the inversion succeeds, their approach offers
automatic parallelization.

6) Education and Visualization: When visualizing the ex-
ecution of a computer program, the ability to run it in either
the forward or reverse directions is highly desirable. In student
testing of the DYNAMOD program animator [28], the ability
to animate the program in reverse was a highly requested
feature. Subsequently, reverse program execution was included
in the DYNALAB program visualization environment [29].
Another software visualization project to take advantage of
reverse execution is the LEONARDO software visualization
environment [30]. Whereas DYNALAB was focused on help-
ing computer science students, LEONARDO allowed visual-
izing arbitrarily complex C programs. When visualizing larger
programs, the efficiency of the reverse execution becomes very
important.

7) Synchronizing structured data: An interesting applica-
tion of program inversion is in the synchronization between
two different representations of the same information [31],
[32], [33]. A common example is a document-view imple-
mentation in a text editor — changes to the document should
be reflected in the view and vice-versa. The approach taken
by Mu, Hu, and Takechi [31] is to define the transform from
the document to the view in a special language that can
only express injective functions. Any program written in such
language is invertible, and the inverse can be used to transfer
changes from the view back to the original document.

8) Backtracking: Backtracking [34] is an approach for
finding solutions to combinatorial problems. The solution
to the problem is built incrementally by finding ways to
extend a partial candidate solution. If it is discovered that the
candidate solution cannot lead to a lead to a correct solution,
the algorithm “backtracks”, and continues the search from a
previous partial candidate. Floyd [35] demonstrated how a
backtracking algorithm can be written without any reference
to the search strategy, only specifying the choice points. The
actual search is performed by generating dual forward and
reverse codes from the generic source. The forward code
performs search and stores necessary information, while the
reverse code implements backtracking by reversing the effects
of the forward code. Floyd recognized that certain operations,
such as incrementing an integer, are reversible and hence do
not require state saving.

9) Automatic Differentiation: Reverse computation has ap-
plications to the reverse accumulation algorithm for automatic
differentiation. Automatic differentiation is an approach of
computing derivatives of a function directly from the source
code that implements that function [36]. The building blocks
of any function implemented in code are arithmetic operations
and common math functions such as sine and cosine; these
primitives have well-known derivatives. The derivative for the
overall function can be calculated by tracing the calculation
of the function from these known primitives and applying
the chain rule at each step. Reverse accumulation starts with
the final function value and applies the chain rule backwards
through the code; it requires accessing all intermediate values
of the computation in reverse order. The simplest implemen-
tation of reverse accumulations is recording a full execution
trace of the function evaluation [37]. A strategy for reducing
the memory requirements of this approach is checkpointing
and processing a single section of the computation at a time
[38], [39], [40].

B. Program inversion

A program P can be viewed as a function P (x) = y where
x is the input to the program and y is its output. If P is
injective, there is exactly one input value for every output of
P . For injective programs, program inversion is the problem
of finding a program P−1 that computes P ’s input given P ’s
output; namely P−1(P (x)) = x for all x. If P is not injective,
there are two flavors of program inversion: one approach is
to find all inputs to P that produce a given output value y;



another approach is to augment P ’s output so as to make it
injective. Note that for any program P , the program P ′(x) =
(P (x), x) is injective and has a trivial inverse; storing the input
to the program is always enough to guarantee invertibility.

McCarthy showed that the inverse of a Turing machine is
computable when it exists, but noted that the existence of
an inverse itself is undecidable [41]. Consequently inversion
algorithms that do not augment the output of the original
program either only work for a subset of all possible programs
or do not always terminate.

1) Manual Inversion: Dijkstra was the first to demonstrate
a program inversion of injective programs by hand, using post-
conditions to guide the program transformation [42]. Gries de-
scribed rules for inverting a imperative programs that included
branching and looping [43]. Gries supplied a postcondition
for each branching statement, which could be used as the
branching condition in the reverse direction. The “do” loop is
inverted by deriving two conditions — a precondition which
is false in the first iteration of the loop, and an exit condition
which is false only for the last iteration of the loop. These
constructs are identical to the ones later implemented in the
reversible programming language Janus [44], [45], although
Gries’s work is not mentioned by the Janus authors. Chen and
Udding formalized Gries’s inversion rules with the intent of
formally proving the correctness of inverse programs [46].

2) Korf-Eppstein Program Inverter: The Korf-Eppstein
method for inverting functional programs uses a state-space
search approach to program inversion. It starts with the for-
ward program and transforms it until the inverse is reached.
The working algorithm was first presented by Eppstein [47]
and Korf [48]; it was later revisited (an named) by Glück
and Kawabe [49]. The approach only works for programs that
are injective. The inverter always terminates, hence it is not
guaranteed to find a program inverse even if one exists. The
actual class of invertible programs depends on the state space
search strategy implemented and on heuristic portions of the
algorithm.

The inversion process proceeds by operating on a set of
facts. Each fact contains preconditions and an equation that
is true whenever the preconditions are true. The initial state
asserts that the function to be inverted is equal to its body, with
no precondition. A terminal state also has no preconditions
has all the input variables equal to functions of the output
variables. Figure 1 demonstrates the inversion process for a
function f, which adds 1 to its input if its input is odd, and
subtracts 1 from its input if its input is even.

There are four operators that modify the set of facts:
conditional expansion, precondition replacement, expression
inversion, and conditional contraction. The example in Fig-
ure 1 demonstrates each one, albeit in a very simple case.
Conditional expansion takes a fact containing a conditional
statement, such as if, and breaks it into multiple facts, one
for each branch that could be taken. Each of the new facts
has an extra precondition that is taken from the conditional
statement. The next operator, precondition replacement, re-
places the preconditions of a fact with equivalent ones that

Initial fact:
{} =⇒ f = (if (= 0 (mod n 2)) (- n 1) (+
n 1))

Conditional expansion:
{(= 0 (mod n 2))} =⇒ f = (- n 1)
{not (= 0 (mod n 2))} =⇒ f = (+ n 1)

Precondition replacement:
{not (= 0 (mod f 2))} =⇒ f = (- n 1)
{(= 0 (mod f 2))} =⇒ f = (+ n 1)

Expression inversion:
{not (= 0 (mod f 2))} =⇒ (+ f 1) = n
{(= 0 (mod f 2))} =⇒ (- f 1) = n

Conditional Contraction:
{} =⇒ (if (= 0 (mod f 2)) (+ f 1) (- f
1)) = n

Fig. 1: Example of Korf-Eppstein Program inversion. The
initial state is an expression for the function f while the final
state is an expression for the input value n given the output
of f.

are functions of only the output variables. In effect, the
precondition replacement operator finds postconditions of an
if statement that can distinguish which branch was taken
based on the output of the statement. The dual operator of
conditional expansion is conditional contraction, which takes
two facts with opposite preconditions and combines them
into an if statement. Conditional contraction only accepts
preconditions that involve only the output variables. The com-
bination of conditional expansion, precondition replacement,
and conditional contraction converts an if statement in the
forward direction to one that executes in reverse. Finally, the
expression inversion operator is the one that inverts individual
statements; it has rules for handling each language construct.

The most challenging aspect of program inversion is invert-
ing the conditional statements. For each branch of a condi-
tional statement, a postcondition must be found that uniquely
determines wether that branch was taken or not. The Korf-
Eppstein method derives these postconditions by organizing
all values in a class hierarchy and then deducing the class type
of each branch of a conditional statement. If the two branches
of a conditional statements produce values in different classes,
then testing the output value’s class membership is the desired
postcondition. The system functions much like a normal data
typing system, but with much more specific data types. For
example, the inversion in Figure 1 would not succeed unless
odd integers and even integers were in different classes. The
postcondition inference is a heuristic and is not guaranteed to
find a suitable postcondition even if one exists. The power of
the postcondition inference, along with the state-space search



strategy, define the class of programs invertible by a particular
implementation of Korf-Eppstein.

3) LRinv: program inversion based on parsing theory:
LRinv is another program inverter for injective functional
programs [50], [51]. LRinv converts the original input program
to an intermediate language that has a grammar-like structure.
The corresponding grammar is easily inverted to produce a
grammar that matches the output of the program given its
input; unfortunately this grammar is usually nondeterministic.
Eliminating nondeterminism from the inverse program is anal-
ogous to finding suitable disjoint postconditions for branch-
ing statements, so that during reverse execution the correct
reverse branch can be taken. Kawabe and Glück eliminate
nondeterminism from the inverse grammar by generating a
deterministic LR parser for the grammar; if a deterministic
version of the inverse grammar is found, the deterministic
grammar can be translated back to functional form to produce
the inverse of the original program.

4) The Universal Resolving Algorithm: The Universal Re-
solving Algorithm (URA) performs inverse computation on
arbitrary (non-injective) programs written a the first-order
functional language [52], [53]. Given a program P and its
output y, URA returns all values x such that P (x) = y. Tech-
nically, URA is an inverse interpreter, rather than a program
inverter, since no program P−1 is generated. Nevertheless,
given an inverse interpreter and a forward program, partial
evaluation of the interpreter with respect to the program source
yields the desired inverse program; this is an application of the
first Futamura projection [54]. Since URA works for arbitrary
programs and inversion in general is undecidable, URA is not
guaranteed to terminate - even when the set P−1(y) is finite
and all its entries have been calculated by URA.

The applicability of the Universal Resolving Algorithm is
not limited to functional languages. Let Int be an interpreter
for an arbitrary programming languages, written in a first-
order functional language. Then, URA can be applied to Int
to perform inverse computation in the new language. Partial
evaluation of URA with respect to Int yields an inverse
interpreter in the language. approach was explored in [55]
to create and test inverse interpreters for several languages,
including a subset of the Java bytecode.

The inversion process for a specific TSG program P begins
with the specification of the output of the program, YP , and
the search space of possible input values, XP . All values
in TSG are S-expressions and atoms (akin to Lisp). Hence,
URA represents a general set of values as an S-expression
with variables coupled with inequalities on the variables. For
example, 〈[a1, a2], {a1 6= a2, a2 6= ‘A}〉 represents all pairs
of atoms in which the first atom is not equal to the second
and the second atom is not equal to A. The input to URA is
the program code P , its output class YP , and the input class
XP . Classic function inversion can be achieved by making the
output class YP a single concrete value, while letting the input
class consist of general variables with no restrictions.

Inversion proceeds in three stages: generation of a process
tree for the input program, tabulation of input classes and

the corresponding output classes, and traversal of the table
to extract valid input classes for the given output class. The
process tree is generated by executing the program with its
partially specified input. When a conditional statement is
encountered, two branches are added to the process tree,
signifying the two possible paths of the computation. The input
class is also partitioned into two disjoint sets based on the
conditional test, and each input class is associated with the
appropriate branch of the conditional. Continuing this process
until a terminal branch yields an output expression yi along
with a corresponding input class xi that would produce the
output. Tabulation is the process of traversing the process tree
and producing a table of the (xi, yi) input-output pairs. Since
the the process tree can be infinite, tabulation must traverse
the tree in breath-first order. Finally, each input-output pair
(xi, yi) is unified with the (XP , YP ), the input search space
and the output class; if the unification succeeds the result is
printed. Unless the inverse is a single value, the results of
the inversion will generally contain free variables restricted
by inequalities.

5) Inverting Imperative Programs Through Logic Program-
ming: Inversion can be naturally formulated in a logic pro-
gramming language, such as Prolog, since the semantics of
a program are declarative. Ross demonstrates a method of
converting an imperative program into a logic program from
which the inverse of the original can be inferred [56]. The abil-
ity of logic programming languages to return multiple results
from a single query allows this approach to invert non-injective
programs. The power of the approach depends on the inference
strategy used by the underlying logic programming language.
Since complete inference is undecidable, logic programming
languages implement limited inference strategies.

A logic program consists of a set of a set of implications
(Horn clauses) of the form H ⇐ B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bn. The head H
can be empty, in which case the clause is known as a fact.
A query has the form B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn; the inference engine
searches for values of the variables that make the query true
and returns them. An imperative program P can be converted
into a predicate P (X,Y ) that specifies the relation between
the input and output values of the program. Figure 2 has an
example of an imperative while loop and its equivalent logic
representation. A query that gives the initial state and asks for
the final state results in an execution very similar to that of
the imperative program, with iteration being replaced by tail
recursion.

Unfortunately, the straightforward conversion from an im-
perative program to a logic program illustrated in figure 2
cannot be used for inverse queries. Common inference strate-
gies, such as Prolog’s left-to-right goal selection, are tuned
for inference in one direction. Ross’s contribution in [56] is
introducing inverted logic semantics for imperative programs.
Once an imperative program is transformed into a logic
program according to these inverted semantics, commonly
used inference strategies can be used for inverse computation.

6) Restorative incremental inversion of imperative pro-
grams: This class of approaches apply to inversion of im-



Imperative while loop:

while ( n > 0 )
{

n = n - 1;
y = y + m;

}

Logic Program (forward semantics):

while([Y, M, N], [Y, M, N]) :-
not N > 0.

while([Y, M, N], Result) :-
N > 0,
N2 = N - 1,
Y2 = Y + M,
while([Y2, M, N2], Result).

Fig. 2: An imperative while loop and the equivalent Prolog
code that executes it in the forward direction. Querying
while([0, 2, 2], Result). yields Result = [4, 2,
0].

perative programs that are not necessarily injective. The im-
perative program is essentially executed in reverse, with each
modifying operation in the original execution being undone
individually; the overall side-effects of the program are thus
reversed incrementally. If an operation is not locally reversible,
the modified state is explicitly saved during the forward
execution and restored during reverse execution; hence the
name restorative inversion. Floyd [35] describes taking a
forward program and creating a pair of programs from it -
an instrumented forward program that saves lost state and
the corresponding reverse program to undo the actions of the
forward program. Floyd recognized that some statements, such
as variable incrementation, do not require additional storage
to be reversed. Briggs [24] applied a similar technique to
implement undo functionality in a commercial cricket scor-
ing system. While Floyd performed the program conversions
manually, Briggs used a generator to create the forward and
reverse programs from the same uninstrumented forward code.
Biswas and Mall [19] applied the same approach to C to
create a debugger that could step in both the forward and
reverse directions. Carothers, Perumalla, and Fujimoto [7] also
generated inverses for C programs, but their approach, unlike
that of Biswas and Mall, used compilation of the reverse code
to achieve better performance.

The basic approach to incremental inversion is to invert
each statement or machine instruction individually, and then
put the inverted statements together with inverted code flow.
A lossless (logically reversible) assignment statement, such as
incrementing a variable, can be reversed simply by performing
the opposite operation, decrementing the variable. In the C
programming language, lossless assignment statements include

+=, -=, and ^= (exclusive-or), given that the left-hand variable
does not appear on the right-hand side. Figure 3 lists the rules
for inverting a sequence of statements that do not include
control flow statements.

Inverting control flow requires finding inversions for con-
ditional statements, such as if and switch, and loop state-
ments, such as for and while. If the value of the predicate of
an if statement is unaffected by the code inside the statement,
the same predicate can be used during the reversal to test
which branch should be reversed. On the other hand, if an
if statement potentially modifies the value of its predicate or
the predicate has side effects, the branch taken must be stored
explicitly. Storing the branch taken by an n-way if/else
statement requires dlog ne bits. Similarly, loops can be inverted
by storing the number of times the loop body was executed.
To undo a loop computation, the reverse loop body is executed
as many times as the forward loop. If the number of iterations
of the loop can be statically determined, no extra storage is
needed to achieve the reverse control flow.

7) Regenerative incremental inversion of imperative pro-
grams: Regenerative incremental inversion is similar to
restorative incremental inversion; it also applies to non-
injective imperative programs and proceeds by reversing one
operation at a time. However, reversing the side effects of a
lossy operation does not necessarily require saving state dur-
ing the forward execution; regenerative inversion algorithms
attempt to recompute the missing values from other program
values that are available. Such a method was first described
by Akgul and Mooney [1], [2], [3]. Their work is specifically
tailored towards assembly-level reverse code generation, but it
extends naturally to imperative programs.

The heart of the Akgul and Mooney algorithm are the
techniques used to reverse a single instruction within a basic
block. A variable v is said to be defined by an instruction
if that instruction overwrites v. If variable v is defined by
the current instruction, the reverse code for the instruction
should restore the previous value of v. The algorithm begins
by finding all previous definitions of v within the program
partition and enumerating all possible control flow paths from
a previous definition of v to the current instruction. Reverse
code is generated for each control path individually, and the
reversals for the different paths are combined together with
branching instructions that invoke the correct reversal for the
actual path taken at runtime. There are two techniques for
generating reverse code to recover v given its control path to
a previous definition — the redefine technique and the extract-
from-use technique. If the two techniques fail, the algorithm
falls back to state saving.

a) The redefine technique: The idea behind the redefine
technique is to execute the previous definition of v, thus
restoring the value v had before it was overwritten. For
example, if the previous modification of v was the statement
{v = a mod 15}, and a has not been modified since then,
executing that statement again restores the value of v. On the
other hand, if a has been modified, the algorithm can first
generate reverse code that restores the value of a, and then



Statement type Original code Instrumented code Reverse code
Constructive assignment x = x op a x = x op a x = x op_inv
Destructive assignment x = a t = a; x = a x = t
Function call foo(x,y) foo(x,y) foo_inv(x,y)
Statement sequence s1; s2; s1; s2; inv(s2); inv(s1)

Fig. 3: Inversion rules of imperative program statements that do not include control flow constructs (from [7]).

apply the redefine technique. This process can be repeated
recursively, restoring multiple variables in order to apply the
redefine technique.

b) The extract-from-use technique: The extract-from-use
technique takes advantage of the fact that the value of v is
guaranteed to be unchanged for all instructions on the path
between the current instruction and the previous definition of
v. If some of those instructions have performed calculations
using the value of v, the v might be recoverable from the val-
ues of other variables around it. For example if the statement
{a = b - v} was executed before the previous definition of
v, executing {v = b - a} would recover the value of v. If a
or b have been modified, the algorithm could be recursively
applied to recover their values before recovering the value of
v.

The Akgul & Mooney inversion algorithm fails when
multiple threads are present due to the statically unknown
thread inter leavings. Lee proposes a regenerative incremental
algorithm that works even in the presence of threading [57],
[58]. Lee’s algorithm records the thread interleaving points
during the forward execution, and applies the extract-from-
use and redefine techniques based on the actual interleaving
taken during the execution. Because the reverse code depends
on thread interleavings that cannot be determined statically,
Lee’s approach generates the reverse code dynamically during
program execution.

8) Path-based inductive synthesis: Srivistava, Gulwani,
Chaundhuri, and Foster have recently proposed a semi-
automated approach for inverting injective imperative pro-
grams, named path-based inductive synthesis (PINS) [59].
PINS is considered a semi-automated approach for two rea-
sons: first, it must be primed with a template for the reverse
code; second, the inverse programs generated by PINS are not
guaranteed to be correct — their correctness must manually
be verified.

A PINS template consists of a program in which some of
the expressions and predicates are unknown. The template also
contains sets of concrete expressions and concrete predicates
from which the values of the unknown ones may be filled.
Inversion begins by appending the template inverse program
to the original program; the combined program should produce
the identity if the correct values for the missing template
elements have been chosen. PINS maintains a constraint pred-
icate that valid templates must satisfy; this constraint initially
only restricts choices to programs that terminate. PINS applies
an SMT solver to obtain template instantiations that satisfy
the constraint; these template instantiations are symbolically

executed. If the chosen template is correct, the output of the
symbolic execution should equal the symbolic inputs; this
assertion is added to the overall constraint and the refined con-
straint is used in the next iteration. Full algorithm details are
presented in [59]. When PINS terminates, it produces a (small)
number of template instantions that satisfy the constraint and
thus are consistent as inverses with all the symbolic execution
paths taken. The user of PINS must further verify that the
template instantiations presented are indeed correct inverse
programs. PINS fails to generate an inverse program if the
template provided to it is not sufficiently general to describe
the inverse program; in such cases the developer must refine
the template and run PINS again.

9) Reverse execution with constraint solving: Recently
Sauciuc and Necula have proposed a reverse execution ap-
proach for imperative languages based on constraint solving
[22]. Sauciuc and Necula make the observation that assign-
ment statements such as x = x % 2 or x = a + b can
be viewed as constraints on the variables in question. The
dynamic execution path through the program induces a set
of constraints relating initial values, intermediate values, and
final values. Sauciuc and Necula then apply a constraint solver
(also known as an SMT solver) to solve for the initial inputs
of a program given its outputs.

The constraint solving approach does not guarantee that the
computed intermediate and input values will be the same as
the original input values; however the values computed are
guaranteed to produce exactly the same output and follow the
same execution path through the program. The intermediate
values computed by the constraint solver can be brought closer
to the actual values observed during the forward execution by
recording extra intermediate values during the forward execu-
tion. Any value that is logged during the forward execution
induces a new constraint that must be satisfied. Sauciuc and
Necula propose using the constraint solver’s internal logic to
decide which bits to choose for state saving. If the constraint
solver internally backtracks based on a bit of input, then saving
that bit may reduce the search space of the constraint solver
and produce a solution closer to the original input.

C. Reversible programming panguages
1) Janus: The programming language Janus was the first

documented reversible programming language, created for a
class project in Caltech [44], [45]. Janus is an imperative
programming language that supports only integer arithmetic
and allows no irreversible operations. The only assignment
operators in the language are +=, -=, and ^= (xor assign), none
of which discard any information. The Janus if statement



requires the programmer to supply an exiting condition whose
truth value is equal to the branching condition of the if
statement; in the reverse direction, the exit condition is used as
the branching condition. The loop structure in Janus similarly
requires two conditions: an entry condition that must be true
only on the first iteration of the loop, and an exit condition that
is true only for the last iteration of the loop. Janus has been
formalized and proven reversible by Yokoyama and Glük ; they
also developed a self-interpreter for Janus and made some ob-
servations about the practice of reversible programming [45].
Yokohama, Axelsen, and Glük also extended Janus with local
variables, dynamic data structures, and parametrized procedure
calls [60]. Mogensen has developed a partial evaluator for
Janus that preserves Janus’s reversibility properties [61].

2) The R language: R is another imperative reversible
programming language, designed for use with the Pendulum
reversible architecture [62]. It is very similar to Janus, although
it is more restrictive in its controls flow primitives. All the
updates are reversible, such as +=, -=, and ^=. Branching
statements only have only one conditional expression, whose
value must be the same before and after the branch is executed;
in the reverse direction the same conditional expression is used
for the branch. The only loop construct in the language is a
for-loop; the expressions determining the bounds of the for-
loop much evaluate to the same values before and after the
loop.

3) Inv: Inv is a functional programming language that can
only be used to define injective functions, i.e. functions that
map distinct inputs onto distinct outputs [63]. Inv is a point-
free language (arguments to functions do not appear explicitly)
with relational semantics. Each Inv construct is invertible;
notably the inverse of duplicating a value is an equality check.
While only injective functions may be defined in Inv, it is
not always clear how to derive an inverse given the forward
function. In fact, the authors of Inv rely on backtracking in
their implementation of the Inv interpreter, even though in
theory the language is deterministic in both directions.

D. Theoretical results about reversible computing

1) Thermodynamic properties of reversible computation:
Computation is ultimately performed on physical systems,
which consume energy and dissipate heat during the compu-
tation. A computation can be viewed as a series of discrete
steps, each of which modifies the existing state. Whenever
the previous state of cannot be reconstructed from the current
state, some information is lost (usually it is intentionally
discarded). Landauer discovered that irreversible computation
has to dissipate some heat — at least kT ln 2 for each bit
of information lost, where T is the ambient temperature and
k is the Botlzmann constant [64]. Heat dissipation is often
the limiting factor in processor clock speeds, so reversible
computing holds the promise of creating hardware faster than
currently possible [65]. Furthermore, due to conservation of
energy, the heat dissipated by a computing apparatus is equal
to the energy consumed by it; hence reversible hardware

could potentially reduce power requirements for many battery-
operated devices.

2) Reversible Turing machines: When Landauer discovered
that irreversible computation causes heat dissipation, he postu-
lated that irreversibility is fundamental to useful computation
[64]. Later, Bennett showed this conjecture to be false by
proposing a reversible Turing machines, a model for reverse
computation that could reversibly simulate the computation
of any standard Turing machine without producing waste
output [66], [67]. A Turing machine performs computation
by reading a tape symbol, writing a new value to the tape,
and shifting the tape. The Turing machine is reversible if
each read-write-shift tape operation has a shift-read-write
which restores the previous state of the machine. A simple
example of a non-reversible Turing machine is one that goes
through and erases its input. On the other hand, a two-tape
Turing machine that erases the input from its first tape while
copying it to the second tape is reversible since every transition
has an inverse. Any Turing machine can trivially be made
reversible by adding a second tape that records a history of
its computation. If were are only interested in the final result
of the computation, however, such a machine would produce
a tape full of unwanted (garbage) data and erasing a tape is a
non-reversible operation.

Bennett showed that a reversible Turing machine can per-
form the computation of an arbitrary Turing machine while
producing no garbage. First, an arbitrary Turing machine T can
be made reversible by adding a second tape that records the
history of the computation, as discussed previously. After the
computation has halted the second tape can be erased simply
by running T ’s reverse, TR. Unfortunately the computation
T TR leaves only the input and a blank tape - the output of
T is itself lost. We can remedy this by adding a third tape
and introducing a stage C to copy T ’s output to the third tape
before running TR. Note that C is a reversible operation since
it only copies information to a blank tape, without destroying
information at any step. Thus, the overall computation T C TR

is both reversible and produces exactly the original input and
T ’s output on its tapes.

The construction of reversible Turing machines can be
analyzed in terms of the reversibility of the embedded compu-
tation. An arbitrary function f : X → Y can be embedded in
an invertible function fR : X → Y ×X by state saving, i.e.
fR(x) = (f(x), x). Since Turing machines can compute non-
invertible functions, any Turing-equivalent reversible model of
computation must include some type of state saving. Bennett’s
contribution is showing that the saved bits required to make a
computation reversible on the macro level are enough to make
it reversible on the micro level (implement it with individually
reversible operations).

3) Conservative logic: Conservative logic, introduced by
Fredkin and Toffoli [68], [69], is a reversible computing
model based on boolean circuits. Conservative logic circuits
are composed of just two primitives - the unit wire and the
Fredkin gate. A unit wire has a direction and transfers a signal
from one of its ends to another in a single unit of time; it



does not support fan-out. The Fredkin gate has three inputs:
a control signal c and two data lines. There are two output
lines. If the control line c is 1, the output lines correspond
exactly to the two data lines; if the control line is 0, the
data lines are swapped. Note that the boolean function of the
Fredkin gate is invertible and is its own inverse. Therefore a
combinatorial circuit composed of Fredkin gates and unit wires
can be reversed just by changing the direction of each unit
wire. Moreover, the Fredkin gate always produces as many 1’s
in the output as were present in the input. Since the unit wire
does not allow fan-out, conservative circuits always output as
many 1’s as were input (whence their name). Fredkin and
Toffoli showed that conservative logic circuits can embed the
computation of arbitrary boolean circuits, using an approach
similar to Bennett’s simulation of standard Turing machines
by reversible Turing machines [68], [69].

Fredkin and Toffoli also described a physical manifesta-
tion of their conservative logic circuits, demonstrating that
zero-dissipation reversible computation can theoretically be
implemented with purely reversible physical forces. Billiard
ball computers [68] (also known as “ballistic computers”
[67]) model signals traveling through a conservative circuit as
billiard balls. Collisions between balls and other objects are
perceived to be perfectly elastic, changing a ball’s direction by
exactly 90◦. The result of two balls colliding is also a perfect
90◦ rotation of the trajectory of each ball. A billiard ball
“circuit” has input slots on one side, through which billiard
balls are shot simultaneously with equal speed. The presence
of a ball is equivalent to an input of 1 while the absence is
a 0. The Fredkin gate can be implemented as a billiard ball
circuit [68], which shows the equivalence between the billiard
ball model and conservative circuits.

4) Space-time tradeoffs in computing reversibly: An irre-
versible computing process can always be simulated by a
reversible process, but there are overheads. Bennett showed
how to simulate an irreversible computation reversibly in
polynomial time and at most quadratic space [70]. Lange,
McKenzie, and Tapp later showed that it is possible to simulate
an irreversible computation without using asymptotically more
space; however, the run time of the simulation becomes expo-
nential [71]. Further investigation has shown that these results
are the two ends of a spectrum of time-space tradeoffs when
simulating irreversible computation reversibly; an overview is
available in [72].

E. Hardware for reverse computation

There has been some work in hardware support for enabling
rollback of non-reversible programs; examples include Fuji-
moto, Tsai and Gopalakrishnan’s rollback chip for optimistic
simulation [73] and Doudalis and Prvuloic’s hardware assisted
reverse execution for debugging [21]. There have also been
(very few) efforts to build a general-purpose computer that
is fully reversible. Early efforts include Ressler’s reversible
computer based on conservative logic [74] and Hall’s de-
scription of a reversible instruction set architecture [75]. The
most complete effort to date is the Pendulum project, which

included the design and fabrication of a fully reversible RISC-
based processor and the associated memory [76], [77], [78],
[79].

1) The Pendulum Instruction Set Architecture: The Pendu-
lum instruction set is an instruction set for a Von Neumann
computer that runs fully reversibly [77], [79]. Full reversibility
requires both reversible data updates and reversible control
flow constructs. Axelsen, Gück, and Yokoyama have formal-
ized and generalized the Pendulum instruction set architecture
and have proven its reversibility [80].

All data updates in the Pendulum instruction set are re-
versible. Pendulum has two types of register operations:
non-expanding operations and expanding operations. Non-
expanding register operations have the form R1 ← f(R1, R2);
the old value of R1 must be recoverable from the new value
and R2. Examples off non-expanding operations include add
and subtract. Expanding operations, on the other hand,
store their result in a third register because they are not
reversible. For example, after the update R1 ← R1 AND R2,
the previous value of R1 is no longer recoverable. Expanding
operations have the form R3 ← R3 XOR f(R1, R2); by
using bitwise exclusive-or, they also preserve the value of the
target register. All access to external memory occurs through
exchange operations, rather than through reads and writes.
An exchange swaps a word from memory with a value in a
local register.

The branching instructions in Pendulum have a special
structure to ensure reversibility. Each branching instruction
has two parameters: a register to test against and a register
containing the target address. The target address must point
to an identical branching instruction. There is a global bit in
the processor, named the branch bit, that is true immediately
after a jump and false for sequential execution. If the branch
bit is false and a branch instruction is reached, the branch
condition is evaluated. If the branch condition is true, the
program counter is swapped with the target address register,
essentially performing a jump. When a branch instruction is
entered with the branch bit set to true, it has been the target of
a jump; it sets the branch bit to false and sequential execution
continues.

III. IMPLEMENTING INCREMENTAL REGENERATIVE
INVERSION

Both the extract-from-use techniques and redefine tech-
niques [2] for regenerating previous values were implemented
in Backstroke. Regeneration of previous values was imple-
mented as a part of Backstroke’s pluggable architecture; the
extract-from-use technique and the redefine techniques were
implemented as separate plugins that could be turned on and
off independently. For example, for floating point values only
the redefine technique is valid, while the extract-from-use
technique is not.

After incremental regenerative inversion was implemented
for loop-free code, we considered loops. Unfortunately, we re-
alized that the definition-use analysis available at our disposal
was not powerful enough to ensure correctness for code with



loops. In the presence of a loop, two uses of a variable may
have the same set of reaching definitions, but the at runtime
the variable may have different values at the two use sites.
We realized that we needed an analysis that would partition
variables values in such a way that we could guarantee that
variables uses in the same partition refer to the same value.
For this purpose we chose static single assignment.

IV. SOURCE-LEVEL STATIC SINGLE ASSIGNMENT
ANALYSIS

A. The static single assignment analysis

Static single assignment (SSA) [81] is a classic intermediate
form representation that simplifies a number of analyses and
optimizations. In SSA form, each variable is replaced by a set
of variables such that each variable is defined exactly once
and each use has exactly one reaching definition.

In its standard formulation, SSA is an intermediate represen-
tation, used before code generation. Unfortunately, the inter-
mediate representation formulation of SSA is not well-suited
to source-to-source compilers. Modern developer toolchains
often modify and analyze the source code for purposes other
than compiling, such as refactoring. For example, the Clang
1 frontend for C and C++ is specifically designed to enable
source-to-source compilers 2. Out contribution is implement-
ing SSA as an analysis rather than as an intermediate rep-
resentation; the SSA information is attached to the original
abstract syntax tree (AST).

SSA is defined in terms of scalar variables; when a structure
is present it is treated as a set of the scalar variables that
it contains. Modern object-oriented paradigms often involve
deeply-nested structures and expanding such structures to their
constituent scalar values could be computationally expensive.
Moreover, treating structures as sets of scalar values funda-
mentally obscures the hierarchical relationships between these
values. For example, take a structure Line that contains two
Point objects, where each Point object holds three scalar
values. A user of the SSA analysis might be interested at all
the locations at which a Line object is modified, but is instead
forced to query for definitions of its constituent scalar values.
We implement a novel hierarchical versioning extension to
standard SSA version numbers, so that any level of a structure
can be queried independently.

In order to maintain the invariant that each use has exactly
one reaching definition, SSA inserts φ functions at locations
where two or more different definitions reach. Conceptually,
a φ function has each reaching definition as a parameter
and returns the correct definition based on the path taken
dynamically. As a useful extension, we propose annotating
each reaching definition to a φ function with a predicate that
specifies the necessary and sufficient runtime conditions for
selecting that definition in the φ function. This is useful in
implementing the extract-from-use and redefine techniques for
value restoration, as described in [2].

1http://clang.llvm.org/
2http://clang.llvm.org/comparison.html
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Fig. 4: A sample ROSE AST fragment for the source code
if (x > 3) { x++; }

B. Algorithm Overview

The algorithm annotates the abstract syntax tree tree
produced by the ROSE source-to-source compiler 3. After
dataflow is complete, each AST node is associated with a
(variable name → definition) mapping representing the reach-
ing definitions (defs) at that node. Since dataflow information
is propagated along the control flow graph (CFG), rather than
the AST, a one-to-one mapping between the control flow graph
and the AST is imperative. In the full ROSE control flow
graph, each AST node appears multiple times - once before
the construct begins executing, once after the construct has
finished executing, and once every time the node is visited
during execution (e.g. loop). Figure 4 illustrates the AST for
the code fragment if (x > 3) { x++; } and figure 5
shows the corresponding full CFG. In order to create a one-
to-one mapping between AST nodes and CFG nodes, the
CFG is filtered until each AST node appears exactly once.
This filtering must be done carefully to ensure that reaching
definitions are correctly propagated to each AST node. For
example, in figure 5, we only include the last occurrence of
SgGreaterThanOp because at runtime it executes after its
arguments; meanwhile, we only kept the first occurrence of
SgIfStmt. The implementation of correct data-flow for short-
circuit evaluations (&& and ||) remains a challenge, because
the same AST node is in the CFG decision point an in one
of the branch targets. The current implementation treats all
logical operators as if both of their operands are evaluated.

The algorithm proceeds in five (mostly independent) main
stages:

1) Discovery of variable names
2) Generation of local definition and use information
3) Inserting φ functions
4) Dataflow propagation of reaching definitions
5) Associating uses with reaching definitions
Stage 1 discovers all variables used in the program (includ-

ing compound variables such as x.a.b) and generates unique

3http://www.rosecompiler.org

http://clang.llvm.org/
http://clang.llvm.org/comparison.html
http://www.rosecompiler.org
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Fig. 5: The unfiltered ROSE control flow graph for the
code fragment if (x > 3) { x++; } . The nodes that are
filtered from the dataflow computation are shown with dotted
borders.

names for them. All subsequent stages generate definition (def)
and use information based on the variable names discovered
in stage 1. Stage 2 collects the local defs and uses present at
each AST node. Stage 2 also handles hierarchical versioning
of the variables. Stage 3 inserts and numbers φ function
according to the algorithm described in [81]. Finally, stage
4 propagates reaching definitions along the CFG in standard
dataflow fashion. Stage 5 builds a table matching uses to
reaching defs, to facilitate later queries. Stages 4 - 5 use
standard dataflow techniques.

V. IMPLEMENTING AUTOMATIC CHECKPOINTING OF C++
FUNCTIONS

Backstroke’s checkpointing plugin statically determines
what variables are potentially modified by the event method
and saves those variables. The reverse method restores the
values of the saved variables, without executing the original
method in reverse. There are times when reverse execution is
more efficient, while other times state saving is more efficient.
The Backstroke architecture allows a different reverse code
generation plugin to be used for each nested scope, thus it an
optimal inversion can apply the checkpointing plugin while
using reverse execution where it would be appropriate and
more efficient.

A. Interprocedural checkpointing algorithm

The Backstroke checkpointing plugin uses interprocedural
dataflow analysis [82] to determine which variables are po-
tentially modified by the event method. First, a call graph is
constructed and all functions reachable from the event method
are analyzed for local definitions and uses. Then, definitions
are propagated up in the call graph; if a callee modifies a
variable, so does the caller. If function arguments are passed
by reference or pointer, the formal argument in the callee is
aliased with the actual argument in the caller. For member
functions, the implicit this argument is always aliased with
the object instance in the caller. Recursion is handled by
iterating over the call graph until no new definitions are
propagated to any function.

The Backstroke checkpointing plugin uses a very generic
software analysis to determine which variables are potentially
modified; as a consequence it could sometimes save variables
that are not part of the simulation state. For instance, data
structures associated with the simulation engine (such as the
pending event set) should not be explicitly modified by the
reverse methods. It might also be preferable to ignore the state
of performance counters, debugging logs, etc. To address this,
Backstroke allows for an optional variable filter to be provided.
The variable filter is a function that takes in a variable as a
parameter and returns true is the variable should be restored
during rollback, and false otherwise. In future versions we
plan to include support for #pragma declarations that the
practitioner can use to mark variables that are not part of the
simulation state.

Once the Backstroke checkpointing plugin prepares a list
of the variables modified by an event method, it generates the



code to save and restore these variables. In the very beginning
of the forward method, all modified variables are pushed onto
a deque (double-ended queue) data structure. The rest of the
forward method is identical to the original event method. The
reverse method pops the saved values from the back of the
deque and restores the modified variables to their old values.
In contrast, the commit method removes the saved values from
the front of the deque and discards them. The deque is suitable
storage because reverse methods are always guaranteed to be
called in reverse order of the forward methods, starting with
the last forward method called. Meanwhile, commit methods
are guaranteed to be called in the same order as the forward
methods, starting with the first forward method called.

B. Limitations

Due to the complexity of the C++ language, not all language
constructs can be safely handled by the state saving plugin.
The language checking phase of Backstroke scans the bodies
of all functions reachable from the body of an event method
and issues errors when unsafe constructs are encountered.
Pointer arithmetic is not supported, since it makes it impossible
to statically determine the variables that are being modified.
Although the use of pointers is supported, Backstroke currently
does not have aliasing analysis; as a result if the same
variable has multiple aliases it may be stored multiple times.
State-saving of dynamically allocated arrays is not supported,
since their size cannot be statically determined. However,
when arrays are encapsulated inside a data structure such
as std::vector, they can be saved and restored success-
fully. Static variables declared in function scope are another
problematic C/C++ construct. Such variables form part of
the persistent program state, but are solely accessible from
a single function. Perhaps in the future such static variables
can be handled by generating a globally unique name and
automatically hoisting their declaration to global scope.

Saving and restoring the values of C++ classes is also
potentially dangerous since doing so necessarily invokes the
object’s copy constructor. If the copy constructor has side
effects on the global simulation state, the act of saving the
simulation state may itself modify it. Luckily, this is not a
major restriction because having copy constructors with global
side effects is a particularly bad programming practice! A
similar warning applies to overloaded assignment operators,
since such operators are used by the reverse method to restore
the value of class objects. A more subtle issue with saving
class objects are classes whose copy constructors do not
create deep copies. For example, copying a smart pointer
type such as std::auto_ptr creates a new object, but the
object references the same underlying data. It is not possible
to statically verify that a class’s copy constructor correctly
creates a deep copy of the class; consequently Backstroke
issues a warning when relying on the constructor semantics
of classes that contain non-const pointers. Backstroke also
includes explicit support for standard smart pointer types, such

as std::auto_ptr and boost::shared_ptr4.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY: APPLYING BACKSTROKE TO
AUTOMATICALLY PRODUCE OPTIMISTIC HLA

FEDERATIONS

We postulated that using Backstroke, it would be possible
to take a sequential simulation and self-federate it using HLA
[83] automatically obtain an optimistic distributed simulation.
To validate the approach, we applied the proposed methodol-
ogy to a small queueing network simulation. The simulation
in question was a gasoline station simulation motivated by
that described in [84]. Although not a large model, it is
representative of the queueing models typically modeled by
discrete event simulation. We intentionally took a model
written by a person unacquainted with Backstroke, so that it
could represent a realistic usage of C++ language constructs.
The gasoline station event handlers were member functions
and used templates, namespaces, C++ standard library data
structures, and Boost smart pointers 4. Furthermore, the event
handling methods used utility functions to poll and advance the
queues, hence testing Backstroke’s interprocedural analysis.

The gasoline station instances were federated in an arbitrary
topology using the HLA data management services. Each
consumer leaving a gas station was randomly routed to one of
the subsequent stations according to predefined probabilities.
Certain gas station instances were designated as sources, while
others acted as sinks for a randomly selected portion of con-
sumers. The travel times between the gas stations were drawn
from an exponential distribution. Although an exponential
distribution is physically unrealistic for vehicles, we chose
it because it is an example of a model with little inherent
lookahead. Synchronizing such a federation conservatively
would require advanced lookahead extraction techniques, such
modifying the implementation to presample service times [85].

The Time Warp local control mechanism was inserted by
extending the sequential simulation engine with HLA primi-
tives. There was no naming convention for the event handling
methods, so the event detection was performed by supplying
a list of the names of all the event handling methods in the
simulation. To prevent Backstroke from saving and restoring
the discrete event kernel object, we filtered all objects with
type DESEngine from the simulation state (as described in
section V-A). As a final step, the simulation was built using
the Backstroke tool instead of g++, producing the forward,
reverse, and commit methods.

The federated gasoline station instances ran together opti-
mistically with no significant issues. The execution exercised
rollback, message retraction, and fossil collection and the
results were repeatable. Although the example used in this
experiment is a modest sized simulation, this experiment did
serve our goal of exercising our approach to automating the
generation of optimistic federated simulation code.

4http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/release/libs/smart_ptr/smart_ptr.htm
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VII. APPLYING BACKSTROKE TO THE GEORGIA TECH
NETWORK SIMULATOR

GTNetS consists of over 200,000 lines of real-world C++
code and simulates all layers of the network stack [5]. It is
an example of discrete event simulator that is not designed
for distributed execution or automatic inversion, and thus
includes usage of the full range of C++ features. Some of
the problematic C++ aspects of GTNetS include:

• Extensive aliasing.
• Function pointers.
• Pointer arithmetic.
• Deep inheritance hierarchies with many virtual methods.
• Large objects without valid copy constructors or destruc-

tors.
• Use of untyped data, such as void* pointers and
reinterpret_cast.

• An almost fully-connected memory graph; the whole
simulation state was accessible through any simulation
object

• Hidden state; part of the simulation state was not directly
reachable from the event methods. Examples of hidden
state include static variables declared in function scope.

• Constructors and destructors that modify the simulation’s
state; creating a copy of an object with such a constructor
could cause the simulation state to be modified.

We chose a wireless network simulation built on top of
GTNetS and tested two of Backstroke’s inversion methods
on it: regenerative inversion and checkpointing. Due to the
complexity of the C++ constructs used in GTNetS, neither
method performed well. Regenerative inversion successfully
reproduced the original simulation trace, even after each event
was rolled back once and rexecuted. However, the state saving
overhead was very large due to the connectivity of the GTNetS
memory graph and its large objects. Backstroke’s implementa-
tion of checkpointing was thwarted by GTNetS’s hidden state
and its extensive use of virtual methods and inheritance, which
made interprocedural analysis difficult. Checkpointing was not
able to reproduce the correct simulation results after a rollback.

Although our initial effort failed to produce correct reverse
methods for GTNetS, the study exposed important weaknesses
of the inversion methods implemented in Backstroke at the
time. We reevaluated our approach to inverting complex C++
constructs and found efficient ways to invert all the problem-
atic constructs listed earlier; our findings are set to appear in
the 2011 Winter Simulation Conference [86]
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